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Second Day of Open Rein Work Prelims Completed at NRCHA

Snaffle Bit Futurity

The National Reined Cow Horse Association's premier triathlon

event - the Snaffle Bit Futurity - is well underway at the Reno Livestock

Events Center in Reno, Nevada. With $1.1 million on the line, the nation's

top 3-year-old reined cow horses and riders are all vying for a spot in the

lucrative finals.

With the second day of preliminary rein work in the books, Phillip

Ralls and Dom Dualuise lead the Open finals hopefuls. Ralls and the Dual

Rey stallion, out of Smart Little XX, began the preliminary competition

with a 220.5 in the herd work, and followed that on Friday, September

24, with a 218 in the rein work for a 438.5 total.

However, Corey Cushing and Better Be Smooth have the high rein

work score with a 223. Better Be Smooth, by Smooth As A Cat and out of

Frosty Lil Lena, is owned by Day Creek Ranch LLC of Simi Valley,

California. Cushing and Better Be Smooth currently sit second in the

composite with a 436.
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The top 25 from the Open division preliminaries, plus ties, will

compete in the clean-slate finals on Sunday, October 3.

Justin Wright, San Juan Bautista, California, piloted his horse WSR

Imasmartbodee (Bodee Boonsmal x Imasmartlittlesugar) to a 219 - the

current high score of the Cinch Intermediate Open rein work. Wright is

also part of a three-way tie for the Cinch Intermediate Open high

composite score of 432.5 with Clayton Edsall and his horse Skeets Oak

Peppy (Skeets Peppy x Oak Ill Be), along with Les Oswald and Dulces

Little Light (Dulces Smart Lena x Light The Stars).

Oswald and Dulces Little Light also sit at the top of the Limited

Open leader board after marking a 217.5 in the rein work to compliment

the 215 they scored in the herd work. Dulces Little Light, owned by

Richard and Rena Whyler, was consigned to the NRCHA Select 2-Year-Old

Sale in 2009, so he's in the running for even more money. Each year the

highest-advancing Futurity entry that sold in the Select 2-Year-Old Sale

the year before wins $21,000, which is awarded during the Select

2-Year-Old Sale.

The Open, Cinch Intermediate Open, and Limited Open preliminary

rein work continues through Saturday, September 25. The last leg of

preliminary competition, the cow work, will be held September 27-28.

The top 19 in the Cinch Intermediate Open and the top 10 in the Limited

Open, plus ties, will advance to the Finals on Saturday, October 2.

Complete results of the Snaffle Bit Futurity and horse show are

posted on the official NRCHA website, www.nrcha.com. A live webcast can be

accessed from the NRCHA website, and can also be found at

www.gallopingvideo.com. The NRCHA also updates a very active Facebook page,

which can be accessed at www.facebook.com/nrcha.

 

Cow Trac Systems Presents Free Seminar at NRCHA

Snaffle Bit Futurity

Nelson Seiden, inventor and owner of the CowTrac Systems, presented the first

NRCHA seminar at the 2010 NRCHA Snaffle Bit Futurity. Along with help from NRCHA

trainers Russell Dilday, Ken Wold and Tommy Thompson, Nelson demonstrated how his

CowTrac Ultima™.
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CowTrac Ultima™.

                "This system has been invaluable for me," Tommy said. "It's hard for me to

get cattle where I'm at, so it helps me to work out problems and train Non Pros who

are new to going down the fence without using up my cattle, which I can't afford to

do."

                Although the CowTrac Ultima comes standard with enough Kevlar line for a

100-foot working area on a quick mount pulley system, the system Nelson set up for

the NRCHA seminar was 350 feet of line and was able to go around a corner and down

the fence. The system has variable speeds, a record/play mode, a simple three-button

remote controlled record/play function and is portable.

On the other end of the arena from the demonstration was the CowTrac Systems

smaller and portable system, the SideKick Flag, which operates on just a 100-foot

straight working area.

                 To learn more about the CowTrac Systems, go online to www.cowtrac.com,

email Nelson at support@cowtrac.com or call (831) 224-4435.
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 Nelson Seiden, owner and inventor of Cow Trac Systems, presented a free

seminar at the NRCHA Snaffle Bit Futurity. He was assisted by Russell Dilday,

Ken Wold, and Tommy Thompson.
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